
produced with advanced 
technology to lower
powder and protein levels.
This latex glove contains
60 micrograms or less of
total water-extractable
protein per gram.

50 Pairs
0063444  6 [5711101]
3460748  6.5 [5711102]
3460750  7 [5711103]
3460751   7.5 [5711104]
3460752   8 [5711105]
3460755  9 [5711107]
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XLIM PF NITRILE GLOVES
CRANBERRY

Xlim Powder Free Nitrile
Gloves have a proprietary
slim formulation that
provides "2nd skin"
comfort and delivers tactile
sensitivity. The gloves are available in a blue color
and compact packaging for easy storage. 

100/Box
9539301   X-Small [3125]
9539302   Small [3126]
9539303   Medium [3127]
9539304  Large [3128]
9539305   X-Large [3129]

XCEED PF NITRILE GLOVES -
CONTINUED

250/Box
3173190    X-Small [XC-310-XS] 
3173192    Small [XC-310-S] 
3173194    Medium [XC-310-M] 
3173196    Large [XC-310-L] 

230/Box
3173198    X-Large [XC-310-XL] 

SURGICAL GLOVES

ORIGINAL PERRY STYLE 
No. 42 GLOVES
ANSELL 

Original Perry Style 42 powdered surgical gloves
provide quality and durability. The satin smooth
finish provides maximum tactile sensitivity and is 

ZOOBY FLAVORED 
NITRILE GLOVES
DENTICATOR

Zooby Flavored Gloves are
ideal for longer procedures
especially during pediatric
appointments. The gloves
are both scented and flavored.

100/Box
Cheetah Cherry, White 
8381140    X-Small [696010]
8381141     Small [696110]
8381142    Medium [696210]
8381143    Large [696310]

Happy Hippo Cake, Blue 
8381145    X-Small [697010]
8381146    Small [697110]
8381147    Medium [697210]
8381148    Large [697310]

PURPLE NITRILE 
STERILE GLOVES
HALYARD HEALTH 

Purple Nitrile Sterile Exam 
Gloves provide barrier 
protection from bacteria, 
viruses and chemicals during 
procedures where risk of fluid exposure is
moderate to high. These exam gloves offer the
highest level of chemotherapy protection available
in Halyard Health's line of nitrile exam gloves.
These durable gloves are 9.5 inch lengths, for
maximum coverage and protection. The Purple
Nitrile gloves are especially appropriate in dealing
with unknown risks. 

50 Pairs
9900094 Small [55091]
9900096 Medium [55092]
9900098  Large [55093]

HANDSON DELUXE VINYL
GLOVES
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby HandsOn
Deluxe Vinyl
Gloves are
manufactured
without natural
rubber latex and are especially designed for those
wearers who are at risk of developing latex
allergies. These gloves offer exceptional strength
and protection combined with a comfortable fit
and increased tactile sensitivity. They are soft to
the touch and provide a contoured fit designed to
reduce hand fatigue. 

100/Box
3182390   Small
3182392   Medium
3182394   Large

SYNTHETIC & 
VINYL GLOVES

MICRO-TOUCH AFFINITY 
PF GLOVES
ANSELL

Micro-Touch Affinity
gloves provide the
fit, comfort, tactile
sensitivity and
stretchability of
natural rubber latex
without the risks associated with latex or glove
powder complications. A polymer coating provides
excellent donnability for this polychloroprene
glove. The neoprene film is a strong material with
good puncture and chemical resistance. It is the
preferred barrier when handling the lipophilic form
of some hazardous drugs. 

100/Box
3552530   X-Small [3770]
3552532   Small [3771]
3552534   Medium [3772]
3552536   Large [3773]

ALOEPRO SYNTHETIC
GLOVES
DASH

AloePro is a textured
butadiene powder free
glove with aloe vera.  The
active aloe inner surface
soothes dry irritated hands by improving skin's
ability to hydrate itself. 

100/Box
9507468   X-Small [APS100]
9507470   Small [APS100]
9507472   Small/Medium [APS100]
9507474   Medium [APS100]
9507476   Large [APS100]
9507478   X-Large [APS100]

NEOGARD PF
CHLOROPRENE GLOVES
MICROFLEX

Neogard gloves allows you to have a firm grasp on
a wet grip with a non-latex glove.  

100/Box
3173145    X-Small [C520] 
3173146    Small [C521] 
3173147    Medium [C522] 
3173148    Large [C523] 
3173149    X-Large [C524] 
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